out of the white coat

dynamic duo
Married couple Brandon and
Christine Kang share a passion for
radiology—and for each other

I

It’s common to see two
physicians working as a team
at Gwinnett Medical Center,
but this dynamic duo of
interventional radiologists
work together at home as well.
Brandon Kang, M.D., and
Christine Kang, M.D., are
with the North Metropolitan
Radiology Associates and have
been practicing together at
GMC and GMC – Duluth for
almost four years. Brandon received his medical
degree from the University of Tennessee and
Christine attended Northwestern University
Medical School. Brandon was awarded America’s
Top Radiologist by the Consumers’ Research
Council in 2007 and 2008.
The Kangs met during their residency
training at the University of Tennessee
in Memphis. The training class only
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consisted of ﬁve residents, so, as two Koreans in
the same class, Brandon and Christine became
fast friends. Brandon helped acquaint Christine
to Tennessee and they worked on their studies
together. Soon, they became a couple.
The rest is history, as they say. But Brandon
wanted to make their engagement extra
memorable. The couple
planned to meet some
friends for dinner one
night. Earlier in the day,
Brandon mentioned to
Christine that he hurt his
back, and he was going
to get an X-ray. Christine
tried to cancel their
dinner date for that night
but Brandon insisted on
attending. Brandon met
Christine for dinner with his co-worker,
who had his X-ray. When their co-worker
said that Brandon was ﬁne and did not
need back surgery, Brandon disagreed
and asked Christine to read the X-ray for
a second opinion.
Christine was greatly surprised, as
the X-ray read “Will you marry me?”
Her answer, of course, was yes.
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Q &A
1

My first job was (HIM) a cook at
McDonald’s and (HER) a part-time
secretary in my father’s practice.
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I realized I wanted to be a doctor when
(HIM) I volunteered at a children’s
hospital in college and (HER) I was a little
girl! I loved following Daddy to the hospital.
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When I really get away, I like
to (HIM) play a round of
golf and (HER) spend time
with my husband and family.

To unwind after a long day
we share our days over a
nice dinner together.
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My favorite hospital television show is
(HIM) House and (HER) Grey’s Anatomy;
I love the mindless drama!
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My inspiration is (HIM) my
parents and (HER) my father.
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Our favorite thing
about Gwinnett is
its diversity.

Our favorite restaurant is Haru
Ichiban in Duluth. We can’t
get enough of their sushi!
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